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Red bull space jump altitude

Continue reading the main storyVideoAlan Eustace, the senior vice president of Google, broke the world record for high jumps. CreditCredit... Atomic Entertainment and Paragon Space Development CorporationROSWELL, N.M. - A well-known computer scientist parachuted a balloon near the top of the stratosphere on Friday, falling faster than the speed of sound and breaking
the world's altitude record set just two years ago. The jump was made by Google Vice President Alan Eustace, 57. At dawn, he was raised from an abandoned runway at the airport with a balloon filled with 35,000 cubic feet of helium. For a little over two hours, the balloon went up at speeds of up to 1,600 feet per minute at an altitude of more than 25 miles. Mr. Eustace was
hanging out in a specially crafted spacesuit with an elaborate life support system. He returned to Earth just 15 minutes after the fall began. It was wonderful, he said. You're in a very good place. You could see the darkness of space and see layers of the atmosphere that I'd never seen before. Mr. Eustace, using a small explosive device, broke free from the balloon and crashed
toward the ground at a speed that peaked at 822 miles per hour and unleashed a small sedentary explosion that people heard on the ground. It was a wild, wild journey, he said. I hugged the equipment module, stuck my foot in, and held my head. ImageAlan Eustace rises to 135,890 feet on Friday. He later crashed to the ground at speeds reaching 822 miles per hour, set off a
small sonic boom heard by people on the ground. Credit... J. Martin Harris Photography/Paragon Space Development Corporation Didn't feel or hear the boom as it passed the speed of sound, he said. He performed two slow backfings before a small parachute let him to the right. His technical team designed a carbon fiber accessory that prevented him from entragging himself in
the main parachute before it was opened. About four and a half minutes into the flight, he opened the main parachute and sped 70 miles from the launch pad. Breaking the flight record is incredibly significant, said Mark Kelly, the former astronaut who saw Mr. Eustace's rise. There's an incredible amount of risk. To do this safely is a will to the persons involved. Mr. Eustace's
maximum height was originally reported to be 135,908 feet. Based on data from two data collectors, the final number to be transferred to the World Air Sports Federation is 135,890 feet. The previous height record was set by Austrian daredevil Felix Baumgartner, who jumped from 128,100 feet on October 14, 2012.Mr. Eustace was taken alore without the help of the sophisticated
capsule used by Mr. Baumgartner, or with millions of dollars in sponsorship money. Instead, Mr. Eustace planned to jump in secret, working for nearly three years with a small group of technologists trained in spacesuit design, life support systems, and parachute and balloon technology.Mr. Prouser/ReutersThere carried modest GoPro cameras alore, connected to the ground
control center on an off-the-shelf radio. Although Mr. Baumgartner was widely known for his death-defying stunts, Mr. Eustace calls himself an engineer who is first of all committed to teamwork. He drives his own Cessna twin-engine aircraft and has a reputation in Silicon Valley for thrill-seeking. Alan is a risk taker with a passion for detail, said Brian Reid, a computer networking
specialist who worked with Mr. Eustace.After deciding to pursue the project in 2011, Mr. Eustace was introduced by Taber MacCallum, one of the founding members of the Biosphere 2 project, an artificial closed ecosystem built to explore concepts like space colonization. Mr. Eustace decided to take a simpler approach than Mr. Baumgartner. He asked Mr. MacCallum's company,
Paragon Space Development Corporation, to create a life support system that would allow him to breathe clean oxygen in a pressure lawsuit during the ascension, and fall.Mr. Eustace said Google was willing to help with the project but turned down corporate support, worried that his jump was a marketing event. It'll be Mr. He was wearing a specially crafted spacesuit with life
support. Credit... Paragon Space Development Corporation's James Hayhurst, race director of the United States Parachute Association, who verified the record, called the business a legitimate science. I think they're putting a small lookout tower on the edge of space that the average person can share, said.Mr. Eustace said, that won love for space and spaceflight while growing
up in Orlando, Fla., in the 1960s and 1970s. His family crowded into a station wagon to watch each launch in Cape Canaveral (known as Cape Kennedy during a few times). The veteran aircraft pilot and skydiver, worked as a computer hardware designer for the Digital Equipment Corporation for 15 years before Google's 2002.Mr. Eustace said that the technical team designed
and redesigned many components of his parachute and life support system during the three-year development phase. Most of the conversions were the result of technical surprises. For example, he discovered that to control his clothes, he had to make movements that were exactly the opposite of the control movements performed by a conventional skydiver. For example, you
must move the left movement to the right and the downward movement to the right. The stratosphere will be warmer in higher Antarctica, and dress designers had to figure out how to keep Mr. Eustace cool enough on top of the stratosphere because there is no atmosphere to remove the heat. His clothes did not have a cooling system, so it was necessary to make complicated
design modifications to keep dry air from his helmet so that the face plate is not foggy. In order not to get warm, Mr. Eustace minimizes his movements during ascension, to turn on a radio microphone. Instead, he responded by ground controllers watching him with a camera manipulated over the suit slightly moving one leg to acknowledge his communications. This story was
updated at 6:19 .m. EDT. An Austrian daredevil crashed into the records books today (October 14), breaking the mark of the highest ever skydiving after jumping on a balloon more than 24 miles above the Earth's surface. Add another feat: Going supersonic. Felix Baumgartner entered the void nearly 128,000 feet (39,000 meters) above southeastern New Mexico on Sunday after
12 p.m. MT (2 p.m. ET, 1800 GMT), then landed safely on the desert floor about 20 minutes later. His harrowing fall broke the parachute altitude record, which had been standing for more than 50 years, and cut some other firsts. Paratrooper Felix Baumgartner of Austria and Technical Project Director Art Thompson of the United States celebrate after successfully completing the
world's tallest skydiving, a supersonic jump, at Red Bull Stratos in Roswell, New Mexico, on October 14, 2012. (Image credit: Joerg Mitter/Red Bull Stratos) During his free fall, for example, Baumgartner became the first paratrooper to ever break the sound boundary, which is about 1,110 km/h at this altitude. And it happened on a special day - today is the 65th anniversary of the
first supersonic aircraft flight, made by American Chuck Yeager in 1947 aboard the Bell X-1 rocket aircraft. I know the whole world is watching right now, and I wish the world could see what I see, Baumgartner said just before the jump. And sometimes you have to go very high to see how small you really are. [Photos: Skydiver Makes Record 24-Mile Supersonic Jump] Preliminary
results from the jump showed Baumgartner spent about 4 minutes and 20 seconds free fall (a record without a drogue parachute). The maximum speed is 833 mph (1,342.8 kph), said Brian Utley, an air sports official watching the event. After the jump the top speed is therefore Mach 1.24 - significantly faster than the speed of sound. Applause and cheers erupted during a post-
jump press conference as Utley conveyed the good news. Baumgartner said he didn't feel any different while breaking the sound line. When you're in that pressure suit, you don't feel anything. It's like being in a cast, he said. Pilot Felix Baumgartner of Austria celebrates his success after completing the world's tallest skydiving, supersonic jump, at Red Bull Stratos in Roswell, New
Mexico, october 14, 2012. (Image credit: balazsgardi.com/Red Bull Content Pool) About the only mistake during the jump was a problem with the front panel heating Baumgartner's helmet, which the paratrooper and mission control team worked during the hour-long ascent. In the end, they decided to continue the jump despite the heating failure, and later Baumgartner reported
that the heating was working. While in free fall, Baumgartner went into a harrowing spin briefly, but was able to and descends into a controlled descent. He said his awning was vaporized during the dramatic descent. After the daredevil fell toward Earth for more than four minutes, the parachute parachuting deployed and applause erupted at his Mission Control.Baumgartner
landed about 37 miles from his launch point in New Mexico, project officials said. His capsule is another 55 miles east of the landing site, they added. Roof's skyBaumgartner mission - called Red Bull Stratos, and sponsored by the Red Bull energy drink company - also set the record for the highest man-made balloon flight ever, officials said. Project officials called skydiving a
space jump, a mission to the edge of space. However, the officially recognised space limit is actually higher. Most experts generally believe the space begins at an altitude of 62 miles (100 km) or about 327,000 feet. Pilot Felix Baumgartner of Austria celebrates his success after completing the world's tallest skydiving, supersonic jump, at Red Bull Stratos in Roswell, New Mexico,
october 14, 2012. (Image credit: Predrag Vuckovic/Red Bull Content Pool) One of the many people congratulating Baumgartner today is undoubtedly Joe Kittinger, who set the previous altitude mark at 102,800 feet (31,333 m) in 1960 while captain of the U.S. Air Force. Kittinger is an adviser to the Red Bull Stratos mission and communicated with Baumgartner during his rise from
ground control. [Extreme Skydive From 120,000 Feet Animated] I couldn't have done better myself, Kittinger radioed Baumgartner as he landed under the parachute. The 43-year-old Baumgartner is a veteran thrill-seeker after jumping out of some of the world's tallest buildings and soaring through the English Channel in free fall with the help of a carbon wing. But he said today's
historic leap should do more than carve his name into the record books. Red Bull Stratos is an opportunity to gather information that could contribute to the development of life-saving measures for astronauts and pilots - and perhaps space tourists of tomorrow, Baumgartner said in a statement before the jump. Proving that a man can break the speed of sound in the stratosphere
and return to Earth would be a step toward creating nearby space rescue procedures that do not currently exist. Liftoff of the Red Bull StratosBaumgartner 55-story helium-filled balloon lifted off Roswell, N.M. about 9:30 a.m. local time today (11:30 a.m. EDT; 1530 GMT), carrying daredevils alore in his custom-built 2,900-pound (1,315 kg) capsule. The balloon was originally
supposed to take off Monday (October 8), but the launch, and another attempt Tuesday (October 9), were canceled because of gusts. Even moderate breezes can damage the huge balloon, which is made of ten times thinner material than a plastic sandwich bag, Red Bull Stratos officials said. Some daredevils are close friends and family - including his parents, Felix and Eva - the
trip from Austria to witness the record jump, mission officials said. The capsule carrying daredevil Felix Baumgartner launched off the ground on Sunday, October 14 at 11:30 a.m. EDT, carried a giant balloon, in preparation for Baumgartner's attempt to make the highest skydiving ever. (Image credit: Red Bull Stratos) I know you are perfectly prepared, Eva Baumgartner said in a
statement before her son jumped, which she spent five years preparing for. I'm glad you're able to do that; He worked hard for it. This childhood dream is going to come true. Baumgartner worked up today's jump by one step, jumping 71,581 feet (21,818 m) this past March, followed by 97,146 feet (29,610 m) on July 25. Jonathan Clark, a former NASA aeroplane doctor who was a
doctor on Baumgartner's Red Bull Stratos mission, said nothing about skydiving. From the early rotation of baumgartner during free fall from the front heater, the challenges have always been great. It wasn't an easy task, said Clark. The world needs a hero, and today they do. Follow SPACE.com lead writer Mike Wall on Twitter @michaeldwall or SPACE.com @Spacedotcom. We
also use Facebook and Google +. Google+.
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